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THE FLORIN
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HE DIDNT ORDER HEAT FOLKS
THO THE FROST WAS ON THECORN

A SADDER AND A WISER MAN
HE ROSE THE MORROW MORN
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‘But you put
instead of go-
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For Good, Clean Coal

Daniel M. Wolgemuth
FLORIN, PENNA.

Phone 151R4 Mt. Joy Exchange

   

     

  

  

 

NEW IDEAS IN HOME
COMFORT FOR SUMMER

™

_

Summer is the one time of the year when home enjoyment

upon the furnishings. Here are new ideas for making
e more comfortable for the warm days.    
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Fix up the dini
warm weather.

  

 

         be found this showing of new will be tempted by nd
summer-weight ¢ ishi

  

          

H. C. BRUNNER
MOUNT JOY, PENNA.
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Healing

Pound for pound, Baker’s Coal will give you
burned in furnace, stove or grate, than any other coal

_ trial will prove the truth of our statement.   

 

      

  
      

   
   
  
     

   

   

  
  
   
  

   

 

  
   
  
  

  
   

 

| Home Health Club erTR
|

| WEEKLY LETTER WRITTEN EX. tor fat content basis are now af-

PRESSLY FOR THE BULLETIN forded protection neverbefore a-
\ vin = vailable. The new milk testing

BY DR. DAVID H. REEDER law, effective since August 4, re-
rE quires that the testing be done by |

LlIGHT THERAPY: It is claimed 'jcensed testers and also that such

 

[by some of those most expetienced tests shall be made at least once
| and skilled in its use that light is sixteen days. Composite
| the most powerful theraputic agent cu. ples of milk must be taken
known to man.

| This may be so, but others who
11 e equ: > anee f i +

| appear to bg equally Foor : sl M means that the milk producers| overcoming : cls : ;
Loy peeTE Sian — ring, claim {will receive an accurate test and
| greater things or vater. y ow
1 a: 1 : as a result proper payment for
| Fortunate is the patient who 3a le pros paythe milk supplied.
| places himself in the hands of one | el ¢ hicse composite samples, which
who without prejudice will apply| These pos ars] )
[the remedy. that is indicated, regard- 8F€ required to be analyzed, must
1 1 Y t 18 é 2galra- 1 { s .
less of the various claims be carefully preserved, representing
| 1688 « n € § aims. x . 5 1.3 , >
{ Without sunshine we have no ]¢€ach of the daily shipments of| § £
| light, growth, color or
{| Light itself which is the visible

|and carefully preserved for the

 

piace of delivery, kept in an air-

{rays of the spectrum, constitutes tight bottle, plainly labelled with
| only 13% of the rays sent out from the producer’s name and numbered
La are yo aa L a oo in ack or  c ainer
ithe sun. This 13% may be shut 284 ont 2 Yack or
out from a room and a person may Soa. y

| be confined in that room for years sampled as delivered, It is furth-
land yet live in a fair degree of |€T required that after such samp-
| health. les have been tested their resi-

2 | The violet rays which are invis- dues shall be held intact and in
[ible to us are only 7% of the rays |condition suitable to test for a
{of the spectrum and some claim further period of not less than
that they contain the heating power |ten days in order to permit sec-|
of sunshine, but again we find that {ond or .check test to be made in

we can be deprived of the violet |case of controversy.
rays and continue to exist. It appears that in some instane- 

|

|
| the spectrum and these two, the in-|properly kept in the place where

|  of the total. Then the invisible red !to another, resulting in loss of
or ultra red ravs must make up the |samples, making it impossible for
other 80% and they must of ne-‘'re-checks to be made. In order
cessity be of the utmost importance to carry out the provisions of the
as the life and health giving sun-|Law in this respect F. P. Willits,
shine. Secretary of Agriculture, has is-

As a matter of fact, vibration, as |sued orders that all such compo- |
we understand the term, is life, ma- ‘site samples shall be tested on
tion, color, heat, light, cold or death [the premises by a competent licens
and destruction, according to its|ed tester where they are taken

Away down in the black depths |one, therefore, who fails to comply|
of the ocean caverns, animal life is |with-this provision of the Act will |
found that never saw light; yet the {he held accountable under the

penetrated to their dark homes and |can not be conveniently done on
caused growth. the premises where the sample is

Underneath deep banks of snow taken, permission may be given to
and ice, flowers bloom by reason of |ake ‘the test elssewhere upon

| the super red vibrations and if our special request to the Department.
bodies are left uncovered in the|™ Aj) milk-receiving stations should|
bright sunshine, we suffer with the id ;or St 2 provide a suitable place for the!eat. The ultra violet rays of the broper keeping ofSRL ne ately Sot {proper keeping of composite samp-
spectrum immediately see 0 Pro-jjag in order that check tests may

ktect us by covering the exposed bey e made
body with a coat of tan and it de wheredesired.
werks so rapidly and vigorously
that the tender skin is blistered, RESTAURANT OWNERS FINED;

    

    
literally cooked and the delicate VIOLATED MILK LAW |
scarf skin destroyed, so that it peals ; SR
off but it leaves a tough and hard Twenty-three restaurant and |
coat of well tanned skin which pro- [100m proprietors have been prose-
tects us from the fierce heat in the [cuted and fined $25 each for
future. serving milk in violation of the

The red rays can penetrate most |law, ecective since May 25, 1925,
deeply through black, which readily requiring milk to be served in
tells us why a person wearing black |the bottle in which it is supplicd
suffers more with the heat of sum-|nct dipped from a bulk sup

| mer than one wearing tan or whtie. {Each violator paid a fine of
| It is unthinkable that the sun is{In eighteen of the tw:niy-thre
| a great ball of fire which gives off cases, the milk was also to
| heat like a stove or an open fire.|be low in butter rat and tal
| If such were the case, then the |solids. The law rcqui

 

 

i

 

a mini-
{ mountain tops should be very hot. {mum of 8.25 per cc “butter fa
| The nearer one gets to a fire the {and 12 per cent toil solids.
| greater the heat, but the nearer one In a statement explaininz the
| zets to the sun the colder it is, and |provisions of the nuk c
{between us and the sun are millions |law, J. W, Kellogg, director, Ba
{of miles of such intense cold that{reau of Foods and
| man could not exist in it. But when

|

State Department of

    

| the vibrations of the red rays of the |says: “This law provides nad
| spectrum have reached just the ex-|ly that ik served for d o
| 1 TO yr . i » hg at is 4 id

{act degree necessary to produce in eating places musi comwe and. Bt id A eswarmth, ero th and life, these ex-Ipiy with the
i vari ous elements and chemicals ixed

fo 1 1d in them we

| | standards for mil]
by laws of the Comn
yut that it must be

in the bottle in wt
the milk is supplied to the hotel or
restaurant. This means that any

§ found serving milk in a
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un
> i22 J ond, Foi : : eating place for drinking

the three ravs of the spectrum work| + ron 8 Hi isad Ioh to a ime of $25 to $10 or[hot oot aof Phere ora¥| onment from 30 to 90 days.

[ vour body, then you are not liviing | he Io makes e ii the con.
{up to your natural privileges. Is BOE 2 d milk below

 
   dard in butterfat or milk

been dipped or pumped from
a bulk supply in an unsanitary

| way.

| are starving yourself and thus it is |
| that the doctor who sensibly dete |
| mines which element is lacking and|
| s it through sun baths, water

aths, or Tig ht and color baths, will]
|most quickly restore you to health. | STATE ISSUES CROP
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| All readers of this publication are]
| at liberty to write for information | 2 > ;
upon any subject pertaining to. The Pennsylvania crop and live
health. Address all such communi- report for 1924 is now a-cations to Dr. David H. Reeder. or | Vailable for all persons interested

Home Health Club, LaPorte, Ind. the agriculture of the State.

 

in postage. and published by the State Depart-
Sli ment of Agriculture, at Harrisburg

as Bulletin No.” 409,
SCUR KROUT SURE WILL Crops produced in the State

BE VERY PLENTIFUL reached the highest ‘value in 1924,ER since 1920, wit
On the first day of this month be- tal of $285,Tn000, Stagan the delivery of cabbage and ithe facts revealed in the bulletin,this will now continue. It will be |The five leading crops in valuthe most extensive crop the county |per acre among the principal rnhas ever grown. The great fields of | crops were tobacco, potatoes, ¢cabbage which can be found in any tame hay, and wheat. oe.section, to some of the visitors in | Live stock, exceptin oultthe county are a curiosity and when wag estimated to be ah iy 50..told that it is going into sour krout, 705,000 on January 1, 1925,one of them remarked that he sup- | decrease of $6,379,000 during Pi

nosed that Lancaster county had year. Th
taken the contract to furnish the ' od Darney anlage.Sow.
rest of the world with krout. Like , 1,
many other things, this county has er.onanaur tebirds
built up quite a reputation for the ggg jn total value, The $2,000,-
quality of the krout made, and it of birds{was placed at mer
is in demand from many sections. |j, 1924 {a
—— las compared with 1 -

| in 1923. B 15,579,
You may as well try to conduct The bulletin is mailed free to

your business without capital as to all persons making) a request.
try and get along without advertis-

meee Farmers who sell milk on but- |

{purpose of making such tests. This |

heat milk received at the plant or |

As there are only three rays of |es these samples have not been|

visible violet and the visible light {the tests were made but have |
i constitute when combined only 20% |been transported from one place |

rate. from the producers’ shipments. Any |

| wonderful penetrating power of the [penalties for violation. Under spe- |
infra or super red vibrations have |cia] conditions, where the testing

  

 

AND LIVE STOCK REPORT

|interest to farm life.

giving full name and address and 6c Lhe statistics have beep compiled |

MADDEN THROWS LIGHT

 

ON GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

Martin B., Madden, Illinois Rep- |
resentative in Congress, Chairman |

of the House Committee on Ap-
propriations, watchdog of the
Treasury and a leader in the tax |
reduction program in Washington,
in addressing a 12-state Western
Taxpayers’ Conference at Portland,
said in regard to government op-
scration of business:

“Governmental agencies are not

qualified to operate any business
out of which any profits are to
be made. Patronage to pass out,
the demands of influential friends |
to satisfy, and the continual up- |
building of political prestige at
public expense are the things that
account for most of our govern-!

mental troubles.”
| Referring to the attempt at
government ownership of an Amer-
ican merchant marine, Mr. Madden
{used the United States Shipping
| Board as an illustration. He ex-|
| plained how the sudden require-|
| ments of the country when plung-|
{ed into the world war had thrown
{it into the shipbuilding business.
At the close of the war the gov-
lernment had 437 ships but then
| someone conceived the idea that
the government ought to go into

| the shipping business and make the
| United States the greatest mari-
time nation on the face of the

| earth.
| “Not satisfied with the 437 ships
we had, and which we didn’t
{know what to do with, we got
| busy and built a lot more so that
pretty soon we had 2300—some of

| which wouldn't float. These cost
lus over $3,000,000,000. There was
| not a member of the Shipping
{Board who knew anything about
{operating ships, and if there had
{been it probably would not have
helped matters much, for there
|were 531 men in Congress that

{   

lhad 531 different ideas of just
| what should he done.

“Now I an heartily in favor
|of perpetuat merchant
marine. I om in favor of doing

{it even if we have to give these
| boats away. I found that it was
| costing 1ore than $50,000,000 a
year to e care of these boats,

| only cone fifth of which we were
using at all. It was costing the

‘major portion of this amount to
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keep the boats v using 9 8 fo

and mad no wry vce218 Garber’s Certified
[We have iy in cutting our

| annual loss down to $36 098000, 70 E. Main Street, MOUNT JOYwe still have to pay gut
{$24,000.000 of this to keep sy
afloat that aren’t in use. Mv ides

lis to get rid of them so we can %

  

 
THE NEWEST STYAES OF BOBBED HAIR

Whether you arey
bob, or are getti
you want it cut in
We specialize in hai
you are assured the
when you come here.

aving your first
it retrimmed,

ge latest styie.”
work, hence
correct cut

Shingling Bleaching

Bobbing Massage

Special Hair Treatments

 

 

{keep the American flac afloat.”

{ownership and operation of ships,
Mr, Madden told the whole story
of such ventures which, of necess-
ity, are subject to political man-
agement. No more striking object
Tesson could be placed before the
American people to guide them
away from such undertakings.
——-

Happier Lives
In an before the students

at Camp Wilkins. Athens, Georgia |
on the subject of agricultural edu- |
cation and the necessity for annly-
ing scientific methods to farming,
I M. Atkinson, Chairman of the
Georgia Railway and Power Com-
pany, said:
“My company realizes that aeri-!

I and industrial development
co hand in hand. Industry furnishes
the home market for the farm pro-
tuet. It is my aim and desire to
ake electricity available for the

farm. Some of the results of this
would be:

“l. Greater use of machinery on
the farm. 4

“2. Substitution of mechanical
man power.

“9 H M3. Greatly increased production
per man.

“4. Conservation of human life
and strength.

“G. Greater comforts and con-
veniences on the farm.

“6. Less drudgery in the home.
“7. Greater opportunities for re

creation.
“8. Greater attractiveness and
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“9. Farm and country life will
become more desirable than city
life. :
10. The mechanical problems

will interest the young men and
keep them on the farms.

“11. Happier lives.
“lI want to call to the attention

of you young farmers the import-
ance of exercising your privileges
of citizenship and your duty to
vote. It is vital that you, as farm-

fos, SeASn on|

 
 

ers, take an interest in government
affairs. You should see that the
right men are elected to office and
that taxes are reasonable and not
so excessive that they will decrease
rather than increase revenue by driv-
ing industries and citizens out of
the state.”

The citizens of Washington, D.

C. cannot vote because they are not

citizens of any state and the Dist-

rict of Columbia is governed direct-

ly by the Federal Government,

there being no elective offices.

el ing. There's no use, it won't go.! Tbe turnip occupied an impor-
All the leading and most successful; tant place in Roman agriculture,
merchants use the columns of the One Writer stating that some of
Mount Joy Bulletin. tf them weighed forty pounds. Scientific settlement of Australia Hersh!S Barb Shopis proved by a plan which it is be-  
 

  lievel will place, within the ensu- MOURT JOY, PENNA.
ing ten years, 450,000 assisted mi- ‘3

grants from the United Kingdom. 1  
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